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Abstract — No matter how expensive or how
advanced the technology inside your organization
is, there is always going to be the human factor. In
this project I develop a program written in C++
that will help not only IT professionals but also the
general public that use passwords to log in to their
work environment. This software will prompt the
user to enter a password and the program will then
give the user a password score while suggesting the
user to add certain ASCII characters to help
strengthen their password and try again, as well as
displaying how many years it would take for a
super computer to crack the user's password. With
81% of hacking-related breaches being generated
because of stolen and/or weak passwords, it is
important for users to have a well-constructed
password to avoid being the target of a criminal
hacker.
Key Terms — Cybersecurity, Cybersecurity
Awareness, Cyber-threat, Password Analyzer.

INTRODUCTION
We are currently living in an era where
technology is found in every aspect of our lives.
And with great advances comes great
responsibility. Where ever there are people working
hard to achieve their goals there will always be one
other group of people with a different goal in mind,
ransack organizations and individuals alike. These
individuals will try to penetrate your systems with
the purpose of stealing your information for their
own personal use or to trade stolen information for
resources. These individuals are known as
malicious hackers. To defend off against these
types of groups, individuals and organizations alike
will need to not only be highly trained against
emerging threats, yet they will need to acquire
certain tools and software that will help protect

their computer systems
information and data.
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LITERATURE REVISION
There are various types of attacks such as
Distributed Denial of Service, Waterhole attacks,
Fake WAP, Ransomware, Phishing, Trojans and
other types of malware just to name a few [1]. In
this paper I will be discussing more in depth the
topic of password security. Every person has had to
create a password either if it is for their mobile
device, computer at work or even their secret pin
number for their debit card. At the moment of
creating these passwords, users will often use their
own personal name, pet name or other easy to guess
words followed by a few digits. This is considered
a weak and not a recommended way to construct
your password. A strong password will take
millions and millions of years, the world would
come to an end and with today's technology the
password will not be able to be cracked by the
brute-force technique. To create a strong password
the user must make sure to include: lower case
letters, upper case letters, digits, special symbols
and a length no less than 8 characters while I
recommend a length of no less than 16. If the user
successfully includes these 5 elements, then a
malicious hacker would need to go through 95
different possible characters for each character in
the password string. For example, if the password
had 16 characters, the hacker would need to go
through forty-four nonillion, twelve octillion, six
hundred sixty-six septillion, eight hundred sixtyfive sextillion, one hundred seventy-six quintillion,
five hundred sixty-nine quadrillion, seven hundred
seventy-five trillion, five hundred forty-three
billion, two hundred twelve million, eight hundred
ninety thousand, six hundred twenty-five

(44012666865176569775543212890625) different
password combinations to be able to successfully
brute-force your password, yes it is mathematically
impossible [2]. The table below will give you a
broader view of these numbers [3].
Table 1
Distinct Possible Combinations for a Fixed String Length
with 93 Unique Printable Characters in the ASCII Set
Exponential
Form
938
939
9310
9311
9312
9313
9314

Scientific
notation
5.60E+015
5.20E+017
4.84E+019
4.50E+021
4.19E+023
3.89E+025
3.62E+027

9315

3.37E+029

9316

3.13E+031

Standard notation
5595818096650401
520411082988487293
48398230717929318249
4501035456767426597157
418596297479370673535601
38929455665581472638810893
36204393768990769554094130
49
33670086205161415685307541
3557
31313180170800116587336013
460801

If a user named Linda were to create a
password for her corporate email, and decides to
use the password linda321, then most email service
providers will accept Linda's password, since it has
a minimum of 8-character length which is also the
National Institute of Standards and Technology's
minimum requirements recently stated in the
document SP 800-63B. The password Linda
provided only makes use of two of the four basic
characters for password creation. The two-character
groups this person provided were lower case letters
and digits, while failing to include upper case
letters, special symbols and a larger length. If a
malicious hacker were to try and brute-force
Linda's password, it would not take long before the
credentials are cracked. Since Linda only used
lower case and digits, there is only a total of 36
different possible characters per character in the
password string, 26 lower case characters and 10digit characters [4].
During a recent study carried out by the
multinational cyber-security and anti-virus provider
known as Kaspersky Labs has recently stated that
the US government spends over $13 billion each
year on cyber-security related services and tools,

yet they assure cyber threats will continue to grow
at a swift pace [5]. For this reason, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
recommends organizations, small or large alike, to
obtain monitoring services in real-time for all of
their electronic resources, especially those assets
that store and process confident information and
data. Today's cyber criminals have the power to
take down large company's by penetrating and
stealing confidential information such as the
organizations client's social security numbers,
credit card information and other personal data.
Thefts like these are the reason why company's no
matter the size should have a cyber-security service
provider to help them with any vulnerabilities their
systems may have to help prevent and detect any
malicious and unwanted activities inside your
network. With real-time infrastructure and device
monitoring, organizations will be notified by their
Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) about
any passwords that have been utilized in any unsafe
website such as websites with no Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) certificate available. Websites that do
not have an SSL certificate are less trusted and are
not recommended to enter any personal credentials
as non-HTTPS websites are not encrypted and
unsafe as a malicious hacker could get his hands on
this confident data. Another threat that a real-time
MSSP will notify their clients on are large brute
force attempts when entering a user's credentials.
Password theft is just one of the many threats an
MSSP will help an organization's cyber-security
needs.
There are two types of threats, internal threats
and external threats. Internal threats are those
threats that come from inside the organization's
network while the external threats and attacks come
from outside an organization's network. The
internal network will have a range of internet
protocols (IP's) ranging from 10.0.0.0 to
10.255.255.255, 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255 and
from 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255. The
organizations that distribute IP addresses
throughout the world are the ones who provide the
range of IP addresses for private networks. Since
more than one person can have the same private IP

inside different networks, private IP's are not
traceable and non-routable, so online tools that
track your geolocation as well as other important
information by looking up certain IP addresses will
not be able to do so. When a threat or attack is
internal, then there are two possibilities, either it is
a false positive or the malicious hacker has taken
control from inside the network. These internal
threats are harder to detect and, in most cases, will
happen because an employee downloads a file with
attachments that will facilitate the hacker's access
into their company's network. Many firewalls and
anti-virus software's block external or unknown IP
addresses while giving full access to internal IP
addresses. The problem with this type of access is
that if there is an infected computer inside your
network, the hacker may use it to carry out bruteforce attacks without being detected.
Many corporations have recently been adding a
second layer of authentication for their employees
during their time of login. This second layer of
authentication is called two-factor authentication
and will provide a larger level of authentication for
the user. Two-factor authentication or 2FA for
short, will work as an additional later of security
which works in a way that the usual login
credentials will not suffice. The way that 2FA
works is when the user who enters his or her
credentials to login such as their username and
password onto a particular page or work space, the
application will prompt the user to enter the
additional piece of login information which only,
and only that user will have on them in their
immediate reach such as a password, a smart card
ID, a biometric identifier, etc... One of the more
secure and widely used two-factor authentication
technique involves the use of the employee’s
mobile phone. In this particular 2FA technique
when the user enters his or her login credentials
onto a system, the system will send a text message
to that particular user's mobile phone with a onetime use code which is typically a four to six-digit
passcode which will expire in an assigned amount
of time such as 60 seconds. This 2FA technique
uses your mobile phone to authenticate which is
convenient since nowadays every person carries

around with their mobile phone. Mobile phone twofactor authentication is also a great tool since the
passcode that is send to the mobile device is always
changing and expires in a certain amount of time.
This form of authentication will definitely lower the
amount of identity theft cases for your organization
as well as other threats such as phishing since even
if the malicious hacker steals your credentials, he
would still need physical access to your personal
mobile phone. Although this particular technique
for two-factor authentication may sound flawless
and convenient, there are some drawbacks such as a
user is going to need to carry his mobile device at
all times and make sure it has enough battery and
phone signal to receive the messages and that user
must make sure that he or she has a plan with
unlimited receiving text messages on their phone.
Another factor would be if you are to lose your
mobile device or if it has been damaged, then that
user would need to get access to a new phone with
the same phone number to be able to receive these
passcodes that the system will send to their device
[6]. The purpose of having a strong base in cybersecurity is to be skilled when working in the field
of information technology. Information technology
has a broad field and a very important topic which
makes up a large part of every organization. Since
attackers or hackers are always on the lookout to
cause harm to other people's computers or networks
it is important to stay up to date with any changes
in software as well as any changes to hardware
while making sure the security programs you work
with are on the most recent patch. One model that is
well known to help protect your company and
organization is the CIA security triad which are
three components and is also known as the AIC
security triad. These components are the following:
confidentiality, integrity and availability. This
model is widely used to help guide policies on
information security within an organization. This
triangle is still used today since it manages to
accomplish its tasks concerning the mayor
problems of vulnerability in systems that work and
manage information and data. The purpose for this
model is to guide policies for information security
inside of an organization. The CIA triangle or CIA

Triad stands for Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability. In the confidentiality branch, the
model describes on how you can protect against the
loss of confidentiality by ensuring that users who
are not authorized to enter a particular area, do not
enter. In other words, only users who do have the
authority to enter, may enter while those that do not
have authority do not. The integrity branch
describes on how to prevent those users that are not
authorized or who do not have permission to
modify any data in a system do not [7]. Some
techniques to prevent this is hashing, and audit
logging. An audit log is also known as an audit trail
and is often used in information security, as it keeps
a chronological record that provides evidence of the
activity that is happening at any given time or
location. If there is a missing file or a deleted file
yet the company does not know who or why that
event was taken place, they may verify the audit
trail to see the exact user as well as the time frame
each user was logged in at the time. The final
branch is availability, this branch discusses on how
to prevent the loss of availability which guarantees
that systems and data in those systems are available
when they are going to be needed.
It is important to have different levels of
permissions and access control; some low-level
employees may want to access areas inside a
network where they have no business visiting. This
action is considered unnecessary and may cause
harm to the organization if the employee modifies
any existing file as well as creating or destroying
any information or data in which that user is not
supposed to, whether it is on purpose or by mistake.
Either way it is crucial to the organization, so a
good way to prevent these types of actions from
happening is by giving permission and
authorization to only those who really need to
access certain areas inside the network such as a
server or database. In information security, access
control is selective restriction of access to a certain
place or resources [8]. Information and data are
very important inside of every company and
organization. Then depending on what position a
specific employee holds inside the company, he or
she will be able to work with this information,

whether it is classified information or unclassified
information, this will drastically reduce the window
of human error. As described previously,
authentication is often described as when users
have to provide an amount of information to be able
to access a certain area. For example, a username
and password are a common technique in most if
not all organizations worldwide. It has been proven
that multiple factor authentication is a strong
mechanism, nonetheless employees must be aware
and trained on taking safe security measures.
Passwords are one of the weakest forms of
authentication. Static passwords may not be secure
since they stay the same over a large period of time
while the dynamic passwords keep on refreshing
and changing their password every time the user
times out the session [9]. Even though the dynamic
type may sound better it carries with it a larger
amount of risk since you will need to remember the
code more often than in the static type password
method. On the other hand, cognitive passwords
which test personal things for example: the name of
your dog, your mother’s maiden name or what city
you were born, are a kind of password that you will
never forget yet very few people will know since it
uses up information from your personal matters.
Another form of accessing certain areas within your
network is with single sign-on which stands for
SSO. Single sign-on refers to a session and a user
authentication service that grants a user access to
different kinds of applications while only having to
authenticate once instead of having to enter the
user’s credentials for each of the applications [10].
There are various positive factors for integrating
SSO properties into your organization, one factor is
not having to remember so many different
passwords and which should be use where. With
SSO you will only need to enter your credentials
once and will be able to browse all other
applications with easy. Another factor where SSO
will help benefit your company is productivity, now
that you only need to login once and then have
access to as many applications as you need to use
during your work day, then you will save a large
amount of time every single day you login using the
SSO implementation.

Using certain security tools will not only help
preserve a wide variety of useful qualities such as
the integrity of your company but also protect it
from being the victim of potential corporate
collapse. A corporate collapse could happen to any
organization no matter how big or small it could be.
A corporate collapse will usually occur when a
company or organization falls into bankruptcy. An
organization can fall into bankruptcy by poor
management inside the company but it could also
fall into bankruptcy by means of it being the target
of a malicious cyber-attack. Every day technology
is becoming more and more sophisticated whole the
malicious hacker’s attacks continue to grow as well
[11]. Many small companies that fall target to a
cyber-attack usually go out of business within
months. Most companies do not have any type of
cyber-security awareness training when their
employees join their organization nor during a
regular basis of working inside the company [12].
Without proper training and organization inside a
company, even the lowest level employee can bring
down a company without doing it on purpose. For
example, if one of the employees receives an email
that appears to be from a legit source and proceeds
to click on the link, then it could very well be a
malicious link that even though it does not appear
to be threatening, that user has just downloaded
malware which could spread through the whole
company’s network while infecting other
computers and just like that, credit card
information, social security numbers, and much
more confidential information and data stolen by a
single click. It was recently posted by the U.S.
National Cyber Security Alliance that 60 percent of
small businesses cannot sustain their businesses
over a period of six months after a cyber-attack.
Many cyber criminals decide to target small
businesses as most are not yet aware of these types
of vulnerabilities or simply because of the lack of
resources in the company to provide their
employees with cyber-security awareness training.
These types of risks are the reason why companies
and organizations need to invest in educating their
employees and obtaining tools to help fend off
against these types of attacks and vulnerabilities.

METHODOLOGY
In this paper I discuss how a password analyzer
can help all organizations, from small companies to
large corporations. The way this password analyzer
works is by first asking a user to enter a password
that has at least an eight-character length, if the
length falls short then it will prompt the user to reenter his or her password once again. Once the user
enters a valid password string the program will then
provide: suggestions on how to edit your current
password to make it an even stronger one.

Figure 1
Displays Code Written in C++ on How the Program Alerts
the User to Modify Entered Password String

The program will then provide a password
score breakdown that will give the user a password
score to see how well he or she did and how long it
will take in years, for the world’s fastest computer
to brute-force the users password. After the
software is done analyzing, it will then ask the user
if he or she would like to run the program once
again so that the user can create a stronger
password using the advice and suggestions
provided. The user will be able to continue this
process as long as he or she would like, or until the
user receives a total score of 100%.
There is a total of 128 unique ASCII
characters, yet out of the 128 characters only 95 are
printable characters. The set of printable characters
are used to represent a written symbol or text inside
a document or a programs code. The amount of
printable characters that I have implemented and
included in my software has a total of 93 unique
printable ASCII characters. These 93 unique
characters are composed by the following: lower
case letter characters which contain a total of 26
unique characters, upper case letter characters
which contain a total of 26 unique characters, digit

characters which contain a total of 10 unique
characters and special symbols which contain a
total of 31 unique characters. To calculate the
amount of years it would take for the user's entered
password string to be cracked we would use the
following formula: (((93^(Password Length)) /
350,000,000,000) / (60*60*24*365)). For a better
view at this formula please see image below.

Figure 2
Formula to Calculate in Years, How Much Time it Would
Take to Successfully Brute-Force a User's Password

Let me describe this formula by parts, the first
part containing (93^(Password Length)) will be the
amount of unique characters which is 93 elevated to
the power of the password length. The number
three hundred fifty billion (350,000,000,000) is the
amount of guesses the world’s fastest computer can
cycle each second [13]. That is a total of
21,000,000,000,000 guesses per minute! The last
segment of the formula (60*60*24*365) will
consist in the conversion from years to seconds
where there are 60 seconds in a minute, 60 minutes
in an hour, 24 hours in a day and 365 days in one
year, which is a total of 31,536,000 seconds each
year. When multiplying 350 billion times the
number of seconds in a year, we will have the total
amount of password guesses per year. The amount
of different password combinations divided by the
total amount of guesses per year will be how many
years it would take to successfully brute-force the
user's password string.

We can notice in the images below how one
participant increased his score during his first run
compared to his final run.

Figure 3
Participant's First Execution

Figure 4
Participant's Final Execution

There was only one participant that began
strong with a score of 79 yet maintained a constant
score of 79 through their first through third attempt.
There was also an increase in 100% of the
participants when comparing their first attempt to
their fifth and final attempt.

RESULTS
After the Password Analyzer was complete and
ready to begin testing user's password strings, I put
the software to action by selecting five users at
random, from low level cyber-security skills up
until highly trained specialists. I began to notice
that just after the first try, the users began to take
the suggestions provided by the analyzer and after
running the software for the second time, 80% of
the participant's password string became stronger.

Figure 5
Results after Entering the User's Password Five Times while
Applying the Recommendations

We can notice in the graph above that all of the
different user's password strings increased in
strength after reading and applying the Password
Analyzer's recommendations [14].
Guidelines
When running this software for the first time it
is important to know what your main goal is. The
main goal for the individual executing the code is to
create a strong password string while modifying
that existing password by adding the suggestions
found in the figure below for example.

Figure 6
Suggestions made to the User after Running the Password
Analyzer

When typing in the string, the analyzer will
prompt the user to enter a string with a minimum of
eight characters, after the eight characters or more
string has been input, the user will then hit enter to
pass onto the next screen, which will display
suggestions on how that user can modify their
existing password to create an even stronger
password. The next screen will then display a
password score from a minimum of 0% being the
worst score up until a 100% which will be the
highest score possible. In addition to the password
score, the Password Analyzer will output to the user
how many years it would take for that password to
be cracked using the world’s most sophisticated
super computers.

likely to become a vulnerable pray. Even with more
and more entities absorbing knowledge and
inquiring cyber-security tools, malicious hackers
will not stop, yet they will continue to construct
new and even more sophisticated methods of
penetrating your systems. This is why it is
important to stay informed about any new and
emerging threats and vulnerabilities.
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